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INDUSTRIAL WELDER 

 
- 5 years hands on experience required 

- Must speak, read and understand English 

- Various metals used (mild steel, stainless steel, aluminum,  ..etc.) 

- M&B is a 100-year-old JOB SHOP that specializes in RUSH repairs to Industrial – production equipment 

- Employee must have CSA approved safety boots 

- Working safely is a priority and all provincial and company safety rules must be adhered to 

- Fast paced environment, job involves sourcing materials in house, cutting grind to size, assembling components, welding and grinding off 

sharp edges 

- Must be able to read and understand blue prints, drawings or sketches or working from samples 

- Must be able to work independently or in a team to achieve goals 

- Ability to identify metals required and how to use correct method to weld / fabricate required parts 

- Both day and evening shifts are available 

- All jobs will include other duties as required 

 

 

PRECISION MANUAL MACHINIST 

 
- 5 years hands on experience required 

- Must speak, read and understand English 

- Various materials used (mild steel, stainless steel, aluminum, bronze, plastic, phenolic,  ..etc.) 

- M&B is a 100-year-old JOB SHOP that specializes in RUSH repairs to Industrial – production equipment 

- Employee must have CSA approved safety boots 

- Working safely is a priority and all provincial and company safety rules must be adhered to 

- Fast paced environment, job involves sourcing materials in house, machining, milling, drilling, grinding and filing 

- Must be able to read and understand blue prints, drawings or sketches or working from samples 

- Must be able to work independently or in a team to achieve goals 

- Ability to identify metals required and how to use correct method to machine / fabricate required parts 

- Both day and evening shifts are available 

- All jobs will include other duties as required 

 

 

HYDRAULIC ASSEMBLER AND REPAIRS 
 

 

- 5 years hands on experience required 

- Must speak, read and understand English 

- Various hydraulic machines and components are inspected, disassembled, diagnosed, repaired and reassembled and tested 

- M&B is a 100-year-old JOB SHOP that specializes in RUSH repairs to Industrial – production equipment 

- Employee must have CSA approved safety boots 

- Working safely is a priority and all provincial and company safety rules must be adhered to 

- Fast paced environment, job involves inspection, disassembly, ordering required parts, reassembly and testing 

- Must be able to read and understand blue prints, drawings or sketches or working from samples 

- Must be able to work independently or in a team to achieve goals 

- Ability to identify and work on various styles, brands, types, functions of hydraulic equipment and components in order to complete 

required jobs 

- Day shift job is available now (evening shift job may be available in the future) 

- All jobs will include other duties as required 
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